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Dear Mr. GLUKHENKIIY,

As indicated at the 53th session of the TIR Administrative Committee (AC.2) held in Geneva between 7-10 January, 2012, delegations are invited to provide the TIR Secretariat with their comments on the list of defects proposed on the Informal document WP.30/AC.2 No.1 (2012).

I am glad to inform you that we have carefully examined the document concerned and figured out that the following items may be added to the related list:

1- Constituent hinge of load compartment's side door damaged/broken/plucked.
2- Hole of load compartment's side door for safety rope damaged.
3- Sheet made of improper material.
4- Distance between floor boards too long for wooden floored load compartment.
5- Upper hinge of load compartment's back door damaged.
6- Back door not fit.
7- Container welded.
8- Door of container not to closed.

Thank you for your co-operation.

Sincerely yours,
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